Personification

Identify if each sentence below has a personification, simile, or metaphor.

Example: The school is asleep. **personification**

1) The Statue of Liberty posed for a photograph along with Mary.

2) Little Pearl is as playful as a kitten.

3) Mark is a little computer.

4) Martha sings like an angel.

5) The news was music to my ears.

6) The scorching sun didn’t let the children play.

7) The store sprang to life on the weekend.

8) The writer said love is like war.

9) Life is a dance floor.

10) The dog cried tears of grief at the death of Grandma.
Identify if each sentence below has a personification, simile, or metaphor.

Example: The school is asleep. personification

1) The Statue of Liberty posed for a photograph along with Mary. personification

2) Little Pearl is as playful as a kitten. simile

3) Mark is a little computer. metaphor
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5) The news was music to my ears. metaphor

6) The scorching sun didn’t let the children play. personification
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9) Life is a dance floor. metaphor

10) The dog cried tears of grief at the death of Grandma. personification